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1. 11.JJRIJDUC':' I0N 

Polymers are being utilized in an ever-increasing range of design 

applications. While they do not excel in any one material property, 

certain polymers do possess a combination of properties, e.g., strength, 

wear resistance, lightness, and formability, often desired of machinery 

components. These engineering polymers are classified as linear high 

polymers, their outstanding characteristic being their high molecular 

i~ 

weight and the chainlike linkage of repeat units [l] Table 1 lists 

a representative group of engineering polymers along with their name 

abbreviation, repeat units, glass transition temperature (T ) ' g and 

crvstalline melting point (T ). , m 

In design applications, a material is often chosen for a specific 

property, providing its other properties do not preclude its use. Glass 

is often chosen for its transparency and steels for their strength. 

Polymers, in turn, are often chosen for thf~ir friction and wear char-

acteristics. Just as design with steel has required an accurate char-

acterization of the strength properties of steel, design with polymers 

has required the ability to characterize and predict friction and wear 

properties of polymers. 

The performance of polymers in dry sliding contact has proven 

difficult to predict. The wear resistance of the polymer is determined 

not only by its material properties, but also by external conditions 

such as operating load and speed, and the topography and material 

* Ncimbe-cs in brackets refer to similarly numbered references listed 
in Reference section. 

l 
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Table 1. Various Li:",<::ar High PoLyme:.:-s With Name 

Abbreviations, Repeat TJni i:s, Glass Transition 

Temperature (T), and Crystalline Melting Point (T) [2]. g m 

Polymer 
(Name Abbreviation) 

Polyhexarnethylene 
adiparnide 
(Nylon 6-6) 

Polypropylene 
(PP) 

Polyethylene 
(PE) 

Repeat T.Jnit 

H 0 0 
I II , ll 

-N-(CH )-N-C-(CH )-C-l 2 6 2 4 
H 

H CH,, I l _, 
-c--c-

1 I 
H H 

H H 

-t-t-
1 I 
H H 

Polytetrafluoroethylene F F 
I I (PTFE) I -c--c-
I I 
F F 

Polychlorotrif luoro- Cl F 
ethylene I I -c--c-(PCTFE) I I 

F F 

Polyvinyl~hloride H Cl 
(PVC) I I -c--c-

I I 
H H 

Polystyrene H Q 
(PS) I -c--c-

I I 
H H 

T (°C) 
g 

50 

-10' 
-18 

-120 

-50, 
126 

45 

87 

100, 
105 

T (°C) rn 

265 

176 

137 

327 

220 

212 

240 
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Table 1. Various Linear High Poly;n2rs With Name 

Abbreviations, Repeat "Cnits, Glass Transition 

Temperature (T ), and Crystalline Melting Point (T) [2]. g rn 

Polymer 
(Name Abbreviation) 

Polyhexamethylene 
sebacamide 
(Nylon 6-10) 

Polyrnethylrnetha-
crylate 
(PMMA) 

Polyisobutylene 

Polyoxymethylene 
(POM) 

Polycaprolactarn 
(Nylon 6) 

Polyisoprene 

(Continued) 

Repeat Unit 

H 0 0 
I II II 

-N-(CH )-N-C-(CH )-C-l ' 2 6 2 8 
H 

H CH3 I I -c--c--
1 l 
H COOCH3 

H 
I -c--o-
1 

H 

-N-(CH )-C-l 2 s II 
H 0 

H H 
I I -c-c=--=c-c-
1 I I 
C CH3 H H 

T (°C) 
g 

40 

105 

-70, 
-60 

-so, 
-80 

so 

-73 

T (°C) rn 

227 

160 

128 

181 

225 

28 
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properties of the counterface. I~ the initial stages of the wear 

of a polymer against a harder counterf2ce 1 polymer transfers to· the 

counterface. If the counterface is smooth, some polymers such as PTFE 

and HDPE (high density PE) transfer as continuous thin films via the 

adhesion mechanism [3]. If the counterface is rough, most polymers will 

transfer in discrete lumps via the abrasion mechanism [4-6]. As sliding 

continues. other mechanisms such as fatigue may dominate the transfer 

process [5-7]. In some cases the wear rate of the polymer may be 

controlled by the rate at which loose wear particles can be expelled 

from the system, creating a strong dependence of wear rate on the degree 

of containment the system imposes on the debris [8]. In addition to 

transfer to the counterface, some polymers wear by roll formation [6]. 

The initial transfer process is often followed by back transfer in which 

two or more wear mechanisms can be equally important. 

Depending on the particular wear system configuration, abrasive 

wear of polymers can often be divided into two regimes: 1) the initial 

regime of wear, often referred to as "break-in", involving the filling 

of voids in the counterface, and 2) the steadv state regime of wear, 

where the wear rate is equal to the rate of wear debris removal from 

the wear system. This dissertation documents the development of a 

predictive model for polymer wear during the initial stage of abrasive 

polymer wear. This model does not attempt to correlate wear with one or 

more statistical parameters of the counterface as is often done; but 

instead simulates wear on an event-by-event basis. The primary input 

to the model is a digitized profile of the metal counterface. 
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Once developed, this model i9 then used to generate wear 

predictions for comparison with the results Gf experimental wear tests 

of previous researchers. Finally, a dis~ussion of the limitations of 

this model is presented along with recommendations for possible 

refinements and expansion of the model to encompass, for example, 

the steady state transport wear regime. 



The polymer wear which occurs in pol.yr;ier/steel sliding systems, 

like the wear in metal/metal sliding systems, is typically classified 

by mechanism into four types [2]. These types are: 1) adhesive or 

sliding wear, 2) thermal and oxidative wear, 3) surface fatigue, 

corrosion and cavitation, and 4) abrasive wear. In any one system, all 

of these types of wear are usually present; however, one type is usually 

predominant. This dissertation is limited to the study of the abrasive 

mechanism of wear which dominates in the early stage (the break-in period) 

of polymer/steel sliding systems. The vast majority of polymer wear 

literature, however, attends only to the steady state regime of polymer 

wear, owing to interest in the use of polymers as unlubricated bearings. 

The polymer wear research of Archard and Hirst [9] provides a 

good starting point in polymer wear literature. Although their data 

were based on long running, multiple p2ss experiments, their observations 

and the resultant wear law are important. Subsequent researcr,ers, in 

proposing abrasive wear models, have sought to validate these models by 

showing them to yield the rela'.:ionship o::is,rved by Archard and Hirst. 

This is ironic since the abrasive wear mechanism usually dominates only 

in the early stage of polymer wear, and this regime is specifically 

neglected by Archard and Hirst as a transient startup phenomenon. 

Archard and Hirst reported in 1956 on wear experiments with 

polymer slii:i.ing on metal surfaces, PMM...A, PTFE, PE, and several 

thermosets were tested on a pin-ring type machine. By varying the 

apparent area of contact, A , and the normal load, W, they found a 

6 
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the wear volume, V, could be expressed as 

V = kdW/p (1) 
m 

where d is the sliding distance, p is the polymer flow pressure, m 

and k is a constant called the wear coefficient. The constant k was 

interpreted as the probability per unit encounter of a wear particle 

being produced. The real area of contact, A, equals W/p [10), where r m 

p is a material constant usually taken to be equal to three times the 
m 

yield strength of the softer material. This relation between flow 

pressure and yield strength will be further discussed in section 3.2. 
~ -5 

Values of k computed for their data were 7 x 10-o for PHNA, 2.5 x 10 

for PTFE, 1.3 x 10-7 for PE, and from 0.3 to 7.5 x 10-6 for the thermosets 

tested. Once again it should be noted that these were long running, 

multiple pass experiments where a constant wear rate was achieved. 

In 1965 Rabinowicz [11, p. 168) derived an expression for 

abrasive wear in which a hard conical indenter penetrates a softer 

material, and is then traversed as showG in Fig. 1. A single conical 

asperity supporting a load W will penetrate the softer material 

such that 

W = p · A m r 
2 

= p . iTr 
;n 

(2) 

where pm is again the flow pressure of the softer material. The 

projected area of the penetrating portion of the cone in the vertical 

plane is rx. Hence, when the cone is traversed an elemental distance 

dl, it will sweep out an elemental volume dV equal to 

or, 

2 dV = r·x·dl = r tan8°dl = W·tan8·dl 

dV W· tan8 
dl np 

m 

npm 
(3) 

( 4) 
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ABRASIVE GRAIN 2R-l/, [) ', // 
I ~m ' / -~"\""T'"J_,-~,,.-...-~~_ ...... _/..,._·- ~Eiliili]~~~~ll2·1--~~i>~r:_/...-....,...~-.,-:\~~1....,..I-=-~ ..... 1" ..... ~I ..... ~-
~ DL J 

Fig:.ire 1. Abrasive Wear Hodel in which a cone removes 
material from a surface, from Rabinowicz 
[11, p. 168]. 
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Combining the contributions of several asperities 

dV 
dl 

wt•tan8 
·iTpm 

(5) 

where tanG is the weighted average of the tanG values of all the 

individual cones, and W is the total normal load. t 

Lancaster [5] states that Eq. 5, when integrated, leads to 

v (6) 

where d is the total distance slid, and k is a constant interpreted 

to express the face that not all the material involved in the 

deformation is removed from the system as debris, but that some is 

simply displaced plastically. Lancaster [4] shows that the volume 

of wear is proportional to tanG for soft metals but not for polymers. 

For tin the expected relationship is true for all angles of the cone, 

but only holds for polymers when the base angle, 8, is very large. 

Lancaster concludes that during sliding against roughnesses commonly 

encountered in engineering practice, the deformation of polymers is 

partly elastic and partly plastic, and relative proportion will 

vary with the roughness. 

Two criteria are available to determine the point in the 

roug'ciness scale at which plastic deformation begins. Although they 

were developed for applications involving a rough deformable surface 

being pressed against a hard plane, it is assumed they are equally 

applicable to the inverse case of a hard asperity penetrating a softer 
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solid material. The Blok-Halliday criterion [12] states that the 

limiting slope of an asperity which can just be flattened by a rigid 

plane into the general plane of a surface is 

tan01 . 
lm 

H 2 C - ( 1-v ) 
E 

(7) 

where His the hardness of the material, E is Young's modulus, and 

v is Poisson's ratio for the deforming material, in this case the 

polymer. For the onset of plastic flow, C=0.8; and for full plasticity, 

C=2.0. The second criterion is the "plasticity index", which was 

introduced by Greenwood and Williamson [13], and is given as 

i = ! [cr] 1/2 
H lS (8) 

where o is the standard deviation of thi asperity heights, and S is 

their average radius of curvature. The elastic/plastic transition is 

considered to occur in the neighborhood of I=l. Lancaster interprets 

his data and the aforementioned indices to indicate that a ground 

surface with an arithmetic average roughness, R , on the order of a 

25.4 µrn or more is required for significant plastic deformation of the 

polymer. Ground surf aces commonly have a R roughness on the order a 

of 0.05 - 3.0 µm. Therefore, based on Lancaster's analysis, a polymer 

sliding on ground surfaces can be expected to exhibit a considerable 

pro~ortion of elastic deformation. 

Orthogonal cutting theory (abbreviated OCT) [14,15,16,17] is of 

interest as a wear theory. The steel surfaces which are modeled in this 

study and r,.chich are used in supporting experimental work were produced 
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by a grinding process. As such they are tak2n to be a series of two-

dimensional, parallel ridges and valleys which can be characterized by 

a single profile. As a polymer slider is traversed normal to the 

grinding lay, a given steel ridge can be envisioned to cut the polymer 

as a tool face might during a machining operation. Hence, when a 

polymer is slid against a ground steel counterface, OCT might be used 

to determine forces and other parameters of the abrasive wear process. 

When used to predict wear rates it is identical to Rabinowicz's cone 

penetrator model except that in OCT the removal is assumed to occur 

along a cutter face of infinite width. Like Rabinowicz's cone model, 

OCT is based on the assumption that all the material in front of the 

tool is removed. Like Rabinowicz's cone model it grossly overpredicts 

wear both because it does not allow for elastic and plastic polymer flow 

around the asperity, and because it does not allow for the eventual, 

indeed in some cases rapid, filling of the valleys in the steel surface 

with wear debris. This filling is analogous to the filling of a file 

when used on soft metals. 

A file serves as an excellent demonstration of the two-dimension-

ality and the restricted valley region of grom1d surfaces. In OCT, 

the chip removed is assumed to travel along the tool face, away from 

the cutting region, in an unrestricted manner. But in the case of a 

file or a ground surface, the chip is restrained to the valley region 

~y t~e next ridge. Thus the amount that can be removed by a given 

ridge is limited to the available valley volume. 
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While OCT cannot be used al,Jne as a w12a-: predictor, it does 

provide considerable insight into the fracture mechanics of wear. 

OCT predicts a plane of maximum shear stress which, in turn, can be 

used to help predict the shape of wear fragments. This feature of 

OCT will be further discussed in section 3.3. 



3. DEVELOPMENT OF WE:t\"2_ HnDEL 

3. 1. Philosophy 

The development of this 2_br2si ·.re we2.r r:iocl.el fellows a simple 

sequence. First, the process of pressJ_ng the polymer (assumed smooth) 

against the rough metal counteriace is mod~led, providing the relative 

positions of the polymer and metal prior to sliding. This relative 

positioning is determined as a penetration depth of the polymer into 

the irregular surface of the metal. 

The second section discusses the shape, form, and geometry of 

wear particles formed and retained by the metal surface during relative 

sliding. Although the geometry of these wear particles is discussed 

in terms of theoretical geometries, support for the geometries used in 

the model lies primarily in observations of wear debris. 

The third section concludes the fundamental model development 

with a discussion of the rate of wear particle formation and its 

observed dependence on the elongation at break of the polymer. This 

variable rate, referred to as the wear particle formation rate, will be 

the crucial input allowing a variable proportion of the polymer 

encountering an asperity to be plastically and elastically deformed 

around the asperity without being removed as wear debris. 

Lastly, the implementation of the model is discussed. This 

section presents a discussion of the interactive computer environment 

utilized and the methodology of computer based prof ilornetry and data 

storage. It is this profile data which constitutes the primary input 

to the Fortran language description of the wear model. 

13 



3.2. Penetration Depth 

Before sliding and subsequent abrasive wear can be modeled, the 

position of the polymer surface relative to the steel surface must be 

determined. A measure of the relative position is the penetration 

depth as shown in Fig. 2. The penetration depth is a function of the 

normal load, the polymer yield strength, the apparent area of contact, 

and the surface topography. 

When a normal load, W , is applied to the polymer, the asperities 
t 

of the metal surface penetrate the polymer until sufficient area 

develops to support the applied load. It is assumed that for asperity 

i, the area of contact, Ar., can be calculaLed by Ar. = W./um. , 
l l l . l 

where W. is the normal load carried by asperity i, and pm. is the 
l l 

pressure at asperity i. If the pressure is the same for each asperity, 

then pm. pm ' and the total real area of contact can be given as 
l 

A w /p The flow pressure, pm is often taken as constant and 
r t m 

equal to 3Y where y is the yield strength of the polymer in tension 

which gives A = W /3Y The real area of contact is usually less 
r t 

than the apparent area of contact, A , which defines the geometric a 

[ 10] ' 

limits of A . The ratio A /A is called the bearing area ratio, BAR, r r a 

which is given by 

BAR 
A r 
A a 

w 
t 

3YA a 
(9) 

Thus BAR is a function of the normal load, the polymer yield strength, 

and the apparent area of contact. 

If the polymer surface is assumed to be an ideally flat plane, 

for a given normal load, the asperities of the rough surface will 

penetrate to a depth at which the A is sufficient to support the load. 
r 

14 



Figure 2. 

/i SLIDING 
\J DIRECTION 

15 

POLYMER PIN 

GROUND STEEL SURFACE 

Illustration of penetration depth, p, and slider length, D . 
s 
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The relationship between the real area of contact and the pen~tration 

depth is a statistical height parameter of the rough surface which is 

called the bearing area curve and is defined in Fig. 3. Therefore, given 

a BAR value and the bearing area curve for the metal surface, the pene-

tration depth, p, of the highest metal asperity can be determined. 

Figure 3 shows three such curves for ground steel surfaces, each of a 

different roughness. In practice, the computer implementation of this 

wear model requires the BAR as input, and the penetration depth is 

subsequently determined prior to the modeling of the actual wear process. 

In the abrasive wear model, the yield strength of the polymer in 

tension, Y, is known, and the flow pressure is required. A function 

of the form 

p = cY m 

is used. In the current model a value of c = 3.0 is used. 

(10) 

In the field of indentation hardness testing, Y is calculated 

from a calculated pm using Eq. 10. Hence, in this field there is interes~ 

in the validity of the assumption that for all materials and asperity 

(or indenter) geometries, c = 3.0 . The remainder of this discussion 

will be based on a better estimation of c obtained through the theory 

of indentation hardness. 

If an asperity is modeled as a two-dimensional wedge [18] the 

deformation of the indented material (in this case the polymer) may 

be solved theoretically if it is assumed that the material is a 

perfectly rigid-plastic material [19]. Indeed for a perfectly rigid-

plastic material indented by a rather blunt indenter, c = 3.0 [20]. 

Such a material is best described in terms of a simple tension experiment: 
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when subjected to tension it behaves perfectly rigidly, that is, 

the initial elastic deformation is zero, but at a critical stress it 

yields plastically with a constant yield stress (ideal-plasticity). 

Real materials, of course, are not ideally plastic, and some elastic 

deformation will occur. The value of c = 3. 0 is based on the rigid 

confinement of the plastic material by the surrounding rigid material. 

The situation changes for elasto-plastic materials. If the 

material is highly elastic, a different mode of deformation occurs [21]. 

Instead of the displaced material rising plastically around the indenter 

it is taken up in the bulk material by the elastic deformation, in 

a radial pattern, of the surrounding material, as shown in Fig. 4. 

Hence, two different deformation modes are observed. For ideal plastic 

flow, c = 3.0 . For elasto-plastic flow, c is given by the more complex 

relationship [22] 

c 1 [ {J. • 4 E ) ] 73 l +u1 ( 3; ::;: tans (11) 

where S is the wedge angle as shown in Fig. 4, and where Poisson's 

ratio, v, is assumed to have a value of 0.5 As can be seen in the 

relationship expressed in Eq. 11, the value of c is a function of both 

the degree of elasticity, expressed as the ratio E/Y, and the angle 

of the indenter, S. Blunt indenters, whose angle S is small, tend 

toward low values of c. For values of (E/Y~anS less than about 2, 

the deformation is almost entiLely elastic, and the mean pressure is 

given by the Hertzian equations. When (E/Y)tanS reaches a value of 100, 

c has increased to about 2.8, and the material begins defor~ing in 

the rigid-plastic mode. In this mode, c assumes a constant value of 3.0 . 
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Table 2 lists some bulk material propercies for several materials 

[23] and includes the critical indenter angle, B . The angle B is 
c c 

defined as the smallest angle for ~rl1ich the rigid plastic deformation 

mode occurs. These values of 5 were determined by setting c = 3.0 in Eq. c 

11, and solving for B. As can be seen in Table 2, polymeric materials 

are more likely to deform in an elasto-plastic mode, since extremely 

large values of B are required for rigid-plastic deformation ( as in 

Lancaster 1 s t4J observations mentioned in the Literature Review section). 

Since PCTFE was one of the polymers used to acquire data in support of 

this model, Fig. 5 shows the variation of c with indenter angle for 

PCTFE. Hirst's value (from Table 2) for PCTFE of E/Y = 15.3 was used 

for this figure. 

Given that one can determine a value for c and, therefore, a flow 

pressure p for polymers penetrated by wedges based on the aforementioned m 

work, utilization of this p to predict a. penetration depth in a wear m -

model is still difficult. It is necessary to model any general aspericy 

as a wedge-shaped indenter. In the modeling of an asperity as a wedge-

shaped indenter, several questions arise such as: 

a) Should it be required that the wedge-shaped indenter be 

equiangled? 

b) Should the slope(s) of the wedge-shaped indenter be made 

equal to the slopes of the asperity at the points where the 

asperity intersects the plane of the polymer surface? 

c) Should the height of the wedge-shaped indenter be set equal 

to the penetration of the asperity at its highest point? 
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Table 2. Bulk Properties of Various Engineering Materials (23]. 

;'~ 

E 
material (GP a) 

lead alloy 16.08 

aluminum 68.94 

copper 124.06 

mild steel 207.61 

beryllium copper 110. 33 

PTFE 0.60 

PCTFE 1.17 

Nylon 1. 61 

Perspex 2.47 

yt 
(MP a) 

19.42 

150.05 

390.32 

775. 73 

1075.83 

26.28 

76 .10 

122.59 

221. 64 

E/Y 

828. 10.7 

459. 18.8 

318. 26.2 

268. 30.3 

102.6 56.8 

22.6 81. 8 

15.3 84.4 

13.1 85.2 

11. 2 85.9 

E, Young's modulus based on stress strain curves of compression 
test specimens. 

t Y, yield stress in compression 

tt Q -1[156.52] 
~c = tan E/Y 
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An entire study would be r.::quired to determine answers to these 

questions and is beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, a value 

of c = 3.0 was chosen for this work. 



3.3. Geometry of Wear 

In the previous section the penetration of asperities into 

the polymer was modeled. In this section, the geometry of the fracture 

of the bulk polymer and subsequent separation of a fragment of polymer 

from the bulk is modeled. The primary inputs to this stage of the 

wear model development are the observations of wear debris obtained 

during polymer/steel sliding experiments. The results of two separate 

experimental programs carried out at Virginia Polytechnic Institute 

and State University were used. Warren [24] observed polymer transfer 

to rough, ground surfaces; and the author observed polymer transfer 

to a deterministic surface. 

Warren, using OCT, predicted a plane of maximum shear stress in 

the bulk polymer during the relative sliding of polymer and steel. 

He hypothesized that the polymer would fracture along this plane, 

shown schematically in Fig. 6, resulting in a wear particle. The 

position of this plane of maximum shear stress is described by ¢, 

designated the polymer shear angle. Warren attempted to confirm his 

predicted shear angles through a series of experiments. Although 

Warren's experiments failed to confirm his predicted shear angles, his 

observations and measured shear angles are valuable in further model 

development. 

In his experiments conical pins of PVC, PCTFE, and Nylon 6-6 

were traversed across a ground steel surface. Each experiment involved 

a single traverse in a direction perpendicular to the lay of the 

ground surface. Normal loads of 2.45 N, 9.8 N~ and 14.7 N were used 
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to detect any load dependence cf shear angle::::. When the normal loads 

were applied to the sharp conical pins, the pins deformed plastically 

until adequate real area was developed to support the load. Thus the 

real and apparent areas were equal, providing a BAR equal to one, a 

condition referred to as full penetration. 

Photographs of the polymer deposits were obtained through the 

use of an AMR 900 scanning electron microscope (abbreviated SEM). 

The ground surface was positioned in the SEM so that it was viewed as 

shown in Fig. 7. The angle of view in the photographs is nineteen 

degrees above the horizon of the surface. This angle was chosen to 

provide a compromise between the ability to measure polymer shear 

angles (requiring low elevation angles) and to obtain photographs 

with the entire field of view in adequate focus (requiring large 

elevation angles, optimally ninety degrees). As shown in Fig. 7 this 

low angle of view results in a foreshortening of dimensions in the 

direction parallel to the grinding lay, resulting in a distortion of 

the deposits and ground surfaces photographed. Since the SEM has an 

extremely large depth of field, the foreshortening is not obvious in 

the photographs. However, when interpreting the photographs, the 

viewer must remember that foreshortening is present. 

Using many such photographs, Warren scaled off and recorded 

the polymer shear angle. (The author would rather call the angles 

measured deposit angles, but will defer to Warren's nomenclature.) 

Since the angles measured from the photographs were not measured in 

the plane of the surface as shown in Fig. 6, but were instead measured 

from a nineteen degree elevation, the measured angles were somewhat 
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Figure 7. Illustration of foreshortening present 
in Warren's photographs (Figs. 8-16). 
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foreshortened also. Warren corrected his measured angles to compensate 

for this effect. He proceeded to tabulate and to compute statistics for 

these angles for different polymers and different loads. For a given 

polymer he found no significant variation of shear angle with load; 

but between polymers he found significant shf:::ar angle variations. 

Warren found the averaged polymer shear angles to be 18.9° for Nylon 6-6, 

12.6° for PCTFE, and 10.8° for PVC. 

Several of Warren's photographs are shown in Figs. 8-16 to illus-

trate typical polymer wear, and to illustrate, in Figs. 10, 11, 13, 14, 

and 15, typical shear angle measurements as made by Warren. In these 

photographs the vertical features are the grinding lay. Figures 8-11 

are of Nylon 6-6; Figs. 12-14 are of-PVC; and Figs. 15 and 16 are of 

PCTFE transfer. One notes that generally the polymer deposits, dark in 

color, occur on the leading side of the steel asperities; although 

occasionally the polymer appears to have flowed over the asperity before 

being fully released. The reader is referred to Warren's work [24] for 

a more detailed description and analysis of this work. Of primary 

interest to this model development is Warren's observation and 

tabulation of shear angles for these polymers. 

The author devised an experimental procedure which would help 

to illuminate Warren's results. This procedure involved the sliding 

of six polymers: PVC, PCTFE, Nylon 6-6, LDPE (low density PE), PTFE, 

and POM, across a deterministic surface. It was decided that the surface 

was to be of a triangul2r form with 45° flank angles as shown in cross 

section in Fig. 17. The surface was made up of 200 sheets of 25.4 ~m 

thick stainless steel which were clamped to the appropriate angle in an 
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Figure 8. Conical Nylon 6-6 pin run on rectangular 
block 4, 14.7 N load, 1 Pass, 5/21/76 
after Warren [24]. 
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Figure 9. Conical Nylon 6-6 pin run on rectangular 
block 4, 14.7 N load, 1 Pass, 5/21/76 
after Warren [24]. 
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Figure 10. Conical Nylon 6-6 pin run on rectangular 
block 4, 14.7 N load, 1 Pass, 5/21/76 
after Warren [24]. 
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Figure 11. Conical Nylon 6-6 pin run on rectangular 
block 4, 14.7 N load, 1 Pass, 5/21/76 
after Warren [24]. 
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Figure 12. Conical PVC pin run on rectangular 
block 5, 9.8 N load, 1 Pass, 6/3/76 
after Warren [24]. 
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Figure 13. Conical PVC pin run on rectangular 
block 5, 9.8 N load, 1 Pass, 6/3/76 
after Warren [24]. 
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Figure 14. Conical PVC pin run on rectangular 
block 5, 9.8 N load, 1 Pass, 6/8/76 
after Warren [24]. 
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Figure 15. Conical PCTFE pin run on rectangular 
block 3, 14.7 N load, 1 Pass, 5/19/76 
after Warren [24]. 
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Figure 16. Conical PCTFE pin run on rectangular 
block 3, 14.7 N load, 1 Pass, 5/19/76 
after Warren [24]. 
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Figure 17. Cross sectional diagram of deterministic surface. 
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apparatuso As shown in Fig. 17 this geometry provided a peak-to-peak 

spacing of 36 µm. This surface had an arit~u:.etic average roughness, 

R , of 4.5 µm. The author had desired a surface whose features were a 

on the scale of a ground surface. Although the surface used was somewhat 

rougher that most ground surfaces, it was felt that this surface would 

demonstrate wear behavior similar to that of a ground surface. Through 

the use of this surface, all asperity-to-asperity differences were elim-

inated if the polymer is assumed to be flat. This isolates any intrinsic 

variance in the wear process. The polymer pins, in the form of trun-

cated cones, were traversed at approximately 1.0 cm/min across this 

surface with normal loads calculated to result in a BAR ~o.l. 

All the experiments were carried out under ambient laboratory 

conditions, the ambient temperature being about 24° C. At this 

temperature, PVC, PCTFE, and Nylon 6-6 were well below their respective 

glass transition temperatures, T (given in Table 1), a state referred g 

to as glassy. PTFE, LDPE, and POM were tested above their respective 

T 's. g 

Figures 18-23 are SEM photographs of the polymer deposits on the 

surface, each photograph representing one of the six polymers. The three 

polymers tested at temperatures below their T 's, shown in Figs. 18, 19, 
g 

and 20, all exhibit the similar phenomenon of discrete, uniform sized 

wear debris. The Nylon 6-6 debris of Fig. 10 is a particularly good 

example of the discrete polymer wear process which this author has found 

to be characteristic of the wear of glassy polymers, those polymers 

below their T . The top of this photograph represents the region near g 

the edge of the polymer pin prior to sliding. Three discrete lumps, 
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Figure 18. Conical PVC pin run on deterministic 
surface, BAR=O.l, 1 Pass, 4/2/79. 
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Figure 19. Conical PCTFE pin run on deterministic 
surface, BAR=0.1, 1 Pass, 4/2/79. 
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Figure 20. Conical Nylon 6-6 pin run on deterministic 
surface, BAR=O.l, 1 Pass, 4/2/79. 
Sketched arc represents the initial position 
of the circular contact area prior to sliding. 
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Figure 21. Conical LDPE pin run on deterministic 
surface, BAR=O.l, 1 Pass, 4/2/79. 
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Figure 22. Conical PTFE pin run on detenninistic 
surface, BAR=0.1, 1 Pass, 4/6/79. 
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Figure 23. Conical POM pin run on deterministic 
surface, BAR=O.l, 1 Pass, 4/6/79. 
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or wedges, of material can be seen in the valley at the top of the 

photograph. Each is shorter that the one below because of the diminishing 

chordal length of the circular pin as one approaches the edge of the 

circular apparent area of contact. It is this wear in discrete lumps, 

idealized as wedges, that this wear model will attempt to simulate. 

The LDPE of Fig. 21 and the PTFE of Fig. 22 exhibit drawing of 

the polymer into sheets and strands respectively. While the POM of 

Figc 23 does not draw as do the former two polymers, it is obvious that 

these polymers, tested above their T 1 s, do not exhibit the character-g 

istic mode of wear of glassy polymers. For this reason, the model of 

abrasive wear developed in this dissertation is applicable only to the 

wear of glassy polymers. 

As a result of the aforementioned observations of the wear debris 

generated in polymer/steel sliding, a wedge model for debris was used. 

These wear particles were modeled as shown in Fig. 24. There are two 

necessary conditions for the generation of wear debris. First, the 

asperity must penetrate the polymer. Second, of that portion penetrating 

the polymer, the cutting side must have an angle, y, greater than the 

shear angle, ¢, for the polymer. Figure 24a, b, and c shows various 

permutations of asperity geometries, and how they were considered to 

behave in a sliding application. 

This assumed geometry of wear displays several characteristics 

deemed fundamental to abrasive polymer wear: 

a) Obviously, an asperity must at least penetrate the polymer 

before it can be considered as a possible cutting asperity 

(ref. Fig. 24a) 
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a) no asperity penetration, b) asperity penetrates 
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penetrates and cuts,-y 2_ ¢ . 
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b) An asperity which penetrates the polymer must have a slope 

at least as large as the shear angle; otherwise, it is too 

blunt and will not result in wear (ref. Fig. 24b). 

c) Given that an asperity penetrates the polymer and has a slope 

greater than the shear angle, greater slopes will result in 

increasingly greater wear (ref. Fig. 24c). 



3.4. Wear Particle Formation Rate. 

The previous section detailed the shape and geometry of modeled 

wear particles. This section concludes the fundamental model development 

with a discussion of the rate of wear particle formation. 

The asperities shown in Fig. 24 are oversimplified in that they 

are shown with but one slope on each side. In fact, asperities almost 

never have these constant flank angles, but instead have continuously 

varying flank angles. Figure 25 shows an asperity with a continuously 

varying flank angle, and the model of a potential wear particle. 

Hereafter, the term "asperity encountered material" is taken to be a 

layer of polymer with a thickness equal to the wedge height at asperity 

i, WH. , as shown in Fig. 25. 
l 

OCT predicts the removal of a layer of thickness equal to the 

asperity penetration depth as shown in Fig. 25a. In contrast, the present 

model uses as its assumed maximum wear the asperity encountered material 

only. As this layer encounters the asperity during sliding, some of the 

material in this layer is assumed to be broken free of the bulk polymer 

as wear particles. The remainder of this layer is assumed to pass over 

the asperity while undergoing plastic and elastic deformation. 

The wear particle formation rate describes the number of wear 

particles formed per unit sliding distance at any given asperity. This 

rate, in combination with the wedge area, WA. 
l 

and the wedge height, 

WH. , determines the percentage of the asperity encountered material 
l 

which becomes wear debris. Specifically, the particle formation rate 

may be no greater than that which results in wear particles which equal 

100% of the asperity encountered material. 
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It was assumed that we':lr particles form at a rate inversely propor-

tional to a multiple of their length. This multiple is specified as the 

factor G, and is interpreted as follows: When the bulk polymer is slid 

a distance G•WL. , where WL. is the wedge length of the modeled wedge at 
l l 

asperity i, the total volume worn at asperity i is assumed to suddenly 

increase by the volume of the modeled wedge. Since this is a two-dimen-

sional model, the wedge volume and the corresponding available void 

volume at site i are found as a wedge area, WA. , and a void area, VA. , 
l l 

as shown in Fig. 26. The volumes associated with these areas are 

obtained by multiplying the areas by the slider width. 

The effect of the factor G is demonstrated graphically in Fig. 27. 

For a typical wedge, the particle formation rates corresponding to 

G = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 are shown. It can be seen that increasing values 

of G are associated with a decreasing percentage of the asperity 

encountered material being modeled as wear particles. 

When this model for the wear particle formation rate is used, the 

* effective continuous wear rate at asperity i is WA./(G•WL.) . The 
l l 

thickness of the asperity encountered material is equal to the wedge 

height, WH. , and the continuous wear corresponding to all the asperity 
l 

encountered material being worn is (WH . • WL . ) /WL . . 
l l l 

The requirement 

that the simulated wear be no more than the asperity encountered material 

is expressed in the relation WA./(G·WL.) < (WH.·WL.)/WL. , which, when 
l l l l l 

solved for allowable values of G, yields 

G > WA; 
- WL.·WH. 

l l 

(12) 

Although in the general case, WA. , WL. , and WH. are independent of 
l l l 

* Wear rate here is defined as the wedge area divided by the sliding 
distance necessary to produce a wedge. (dimensional units of L2/L) 
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Figure 26. Quantities associated with a modeled wear site. 
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Figure 27. The effect of the factor G on the wear particle 
formation rate with: a) G = 0.5, b) G = 1.0, 
and c) G = 1.5 . 
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each other, a special case of the otherwise arbitrary wedge shape 

serves to demonstrate the limitation on G implied by Eq. 12. 

If one excludes the possibility of a ground surface having a 

convoluted profile, then the steepest slope, y, an asperity may have is 

ninety degrees. (Although the grinding process might produce a convo-

luted surface, the convolution would not be detectable with the stylus 

techniques used to obtain profiles for this model.) Such an asperity 

would produce a wedge modeled as a right triangle, shown in Fig. 25b 

as the area enclosed by points ABCA, For a given wedge length and wedge 

height, this configuration results in the largest possible wedge area, 

Upon substitution of this 

equation for WA. into Eq. 12, one arrives at the relation 
l 

G > 
1 -•WL •WH 2 i i 

WL. • lvl-!. 
l l 

0.5 (13) 

Since real asperities have slopes less than ninety degrees, the wedge 

area will always be less than that given by -21 ·WL.·WH. , yielding 
l l 

minimum values of G less than 0.5 Therefore, if values of G > 0.5 

are used in the model, there is no risk of violating Eq. 12. 

The discussion so far has concerned only the theoretical lower 

limit of G. The question now arises "What value of G should be used 

in the model?" The factor G is related to the strain the polymer must 

undergo before a wear particle breaks free of the bulk polymer. 

Therefore, G is related to the elongation at break, s, of the polymer 

being simulated. Dependence of polymer wear on E has been observed 

by other researchers. Ratner, Farberova, Radyukevich, and Lur'e [25] 

state " ... the act of wear as a separation of particles occurs only when 
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the elongation brought abouL by the abrasion exceeds the breaking elon-

gation of the mateiial ... '' Lancaster [26] observed a striking corre-

spondence between the temperature dependence of wear and the temperature 

dependence of the quantity l/S€ , where S is the breaking strength in 

tension. Although the two dependencies are similar, suggesting a 

proportionality between wear rate and l/S€ , the temperatures at which 

these two functions have minima do not compare well. Lancaster 

speculates that this apparent discrepancy is caused by the uncertainty 

of strain rates associated with the wear process, combined with the 

strong influence of strain rate on the measured mechanical properties 

of polymers. 

The factor G might well be taken to be a linear function of s 

for a given polymer. However, at this stage of the model development 

the function is not known. Therefore, it was assumed that G = 1.0 . 

In section 4.3., when model predictions are compared with experimental 

wear data, the value of G will be reexamined with regard to its 

relationship to €. 



3.5. Computing Environment and D2ta Acaui?ition 

The model of abrasive polymer wear, as formulated in previous 

sections, was. coded in the Fortran IV language for use on a high speed 

digital computer. The wear model per se was implemented in the 

subroutine WEARL. Several programs, outlined in Table 3, were used to 

conveniently index certain parameters and generate related plots, but the 

WEARL subroutine was central to each program. A representative program, 

WEAR3, along with a sample of its output, and a brief description of 

both, is presented in Appendix A. A listing of the WEARL subroutine 

and a brief explanation of its operation are presented in Appendix B. 

Of the several inputs required by the various wear programs, 

the primary input, common to all of the programs, is a digitized profile 

of the surface of interest. Some of the programs, WEAR3 of Appendix A 

included, are designed to perform computations on several digitized 

profiles, providing profile-to-profile comparisons of modeled wear. 

These programs often provide computed characteristics of the distrib11tion 

of the wear predicted for several profiles, i.e., mean and sample 

standard deviation. 

The various programs, input profiles, and other specific inputs 

were manipulated in an interactive computing environment. The system 

employed was IBM Corporation's Conversational Monitoring System, CMS, 

which operates within IBM's Virtual Machine Facility/370. 

The profiles were acquired through the use of a Talysurf Surface 

Analyzer, Model 4, which had been modified to provide an analog voltage 

output proportional to the profile height. The analog signal was then 

digitized into 1024 discrete values of ten-bit resolution each, with 
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Table 3. Wear Simulation Programs 

Program Name DescriDLion 

WEAR12 
(option 1) 

WEAR12 
(option 2) 

WEAR3 

WEAR45 
(option 1) 

WEAR45 
(option 2) 

WEAR45A 

WEAR6 

WEAR7 

output type - plot 
number of profiles input - 1 
ordinate - wear volume 
abscissa - penetration depth 
plots indexed over - sliding distance 

output type - plot 
number of profiles input - 1 
ordinate - wear volume 
abscissa - sliding distance 
plots indexed over - penetration depth 

output type - table (see Appendix A) 
number of profiles input - 1 to 90 
inputs - BAR, slider length, slider width, 

specific gravity of polymer, elongation 
at break of polymer, pin correction. 

output type - plot 
number of profiles input - 1 to 16 
ordinate - wear volume 
abscissa - BAR 
plots indexed over - one plot per profile 

output type - plot 
number of profiles input - 1 to 16 
ordinate - wear volume 
abscissa - sliding distance 
plots indexed over - one plot per profile 

same as WEAR45 except instead of plotting for 
each profile, the 95% confidence bands are plotted. 
(This was used to generate Fig. 30.) 

output type - histogram 
number of profiles input - 1 
ordinate - wear volume modeled at each wear site 
abscissa - location of wear site in profile 
indexed over - BAR 

output type - histogram 
number of profiles input - 1 
ordinate - wear volume modeled at each wear site 
abscissa - location of wear site in profile 
indexed over - sliding distance 
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a Zonic Technical Laboratories DMS/5003. The sample rate was chosen 

to provide a total profile length of approximately 0.6 mm. This was 

on the order of the diameter of the polymer pins used in wear tests, 

typically 0.55 mm. The digitized data were then transferred to CMS via 

a telephone line communications link, each transfer requiring about 

thirty seconds to complete. The entire profile acquisition system is 

shown schematically in Fig. 28. The on-line CMS storage capability, 

typically about fifty profiles, was augmented with off-line magnetic 

tape storage, permitting the efficient storage of several thousand 

profiles for later retrieval. 
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4. APPLICATION OF WEAR HODEL 

In the wear model the polymer pin is assumed to have a rectangular 

cross section. Additionally it was assu~ed that the polymer was traversed 

in a direction normal to the lay of a ground surface. Unfortunately the 

wear data used to verify this model, which are presented in a later 

section, were not taken under the above mentioned assumed conditions. 

It was decided that the predicted wear should be modified by appropriate 

factors to render it in a form suitable for comparison with the available 

wear data. The next two sections discuss the development of these 

appropriate factors. 
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4.1. Lav of Counterface 

This section contains a discussion of the development of the 

"lay correction" factor. This development is preceded by a description 

of the wear experiments carried out by Smyth [27]. In these experiments 

a unidirectionally ground steel disk was rotated while in contact with 

a polymer pin, much like a phonograph and needle. The radial position 

of the polymer pin on the steel disk was continuously varied during a 

given experiment so the pin would always encounter previously untouched 

metal surface assuring single pass conditions. The combined circular 

disk motion and radial pin motion created a spiral wear track, the 

average radius of which is taken as R . An experiment typically involved 

five disk revolutions. The mass of the polymer transferred to the steel 

as wear debris was then determined with a radiotracer technique [24]. 

The sliding distance was taken to be the average ~ircumference of the 

spiral, 2·n·R , multiplied by the number of disk revolutions. The exper-

imental results were then reported in units of mass transferred per unit 

sliding distance. 

As developed, the present wear model incorporates the assumption that 

the polymer always moves normal to the grinding lay. However, in the 

experiments described, the polymer was sliding sometimes normal to, 

sometimes parallel to, and sometimes in a direction diagonal to the 

grinding lay, as shown in Fig. 29. 

It was assumed that only sliding normal to the lay results in 

abrasive polymer wear. In the case of mixed normal and parallel sliding 

only the component normal to the lay was assumed to contribute to the 

wear of the polymer. In traversing a circular path of radius R, the 
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polymer pin travels a distance of 2nR . However, the total distance 

traveled by the polymer in a direction normal to the lay is two 

diameters, 2(2R) = 4R . For one complete disk revolution, the ratio 

of the normal distance traveled to the actual distance traveled is 

4R/2nR 2/n . Therefore, the modeled wear based on the actual distance 

traveled must be multiplied by a lay correction of 2/n to render it in 

a form comparable to the reported data. 



4.2. Pin Geometrv 

This section contains a discussion of the development of the 

"pin correction" factor. The need for this correction arises from the 

fact that in the wear model the polymer pin is assumed to have a rect-

angular cross section, while the pins used in Smyth's experiments were 

circular in cross section. The model input most dependent on the geo-

metry of the pin is the "slider length". In this model the slider length 

is defined as a distance equal to the length of the polymer pin in the 

direction of sliding. It is this slider length which, when combined 

with the wedge length and the factor G, determines the amount of wear 

debris collected at a given wear site. Hence, under single pass 

conditions, the slider length, D , is a dimension equal to the length of s 

the modeled rectangular pin in the direction of sliding, as shown in F,ig. 

2. If two passes are made over the same region, the slider length is 

taken to be twice the slider length determined for single pass conditions. 

Figure 30 serves to illustrate the effect of slider length on 

simulated wear. Each of the two bands shown represents a 95% confidence 

iaterval for the mean wear predicted for sixteen different profiles 

taken from the surfaces used in Smyth 1 s experiments. There were four 

disks used for each roughness; and four profiles were taken from each 

disko The asymptotic behavior of the predicted wear is attributed to the 

successive filling up of some of the void regions modeled. When a void 

is full, its respective cutting asperity no longer contributes to the 

wear of the polymer. When the slider length is extended to large values, 

all the voids eventually fill. This condition signals the termination 

of the transient stage of abrasive polymer wear. 
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It was decided that Smyth's circular pins would be modeled as 

rectangular pins of the same width, but whose length in the sliding 

direction is less than the pin diameter by a factor which yields the 

same apparent area as the circular pin, as shown in Fig. 31. The 

appropriate factor is readily found to be rr/4 . 

There are two methods of incorporating this pin correction factor 

in the wear model. The diameter of the pin may be multiplied by the pin 

correction factor prior to inputting this dimension into the model as 

the slider length. Alternatively one may enter the actual pin diameter 

as the slider length. In this case the resulting modeled wear is 

then multiplied by the pin correction factor. 

If a full pin diameter is entered as the slider length and the 

model calculates that none of the voids are full, the two methods of 

correcting for pin geometry are equivalent and predict identical values 

of wear. If a full pin diameter is entered as the slider length and 

the model calculates that some or all of the voids are full, the first 

method of correction will result in a wear overprediction, while the 

second method will result in a wear underprediction. The difference in 

the wear predicted by the two correction methods seldom exceeded ten 

percent for any of the predicted wear reported in the next section. It 

is interesting to note that when the second method is used, the pin 

correction factor is applied in a manner identical to the lay correction 

of the previous section, forming a combined factor of (2/rr)(rr/4) = 0.5. 
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4.3. Mathematical Formulation of Wear Model 

At this point all of the constituent parts of the wear model 

have been developed individually. This section contains the 

mathematical formulation of the model. 

~ h .th . h 1 v d h ~or t e i asperity t e wear vo ume, ., cannot excee t e 

void volume, V , where m. 
l 

V D•VA. m. i 
l 

Wear volume less than V is given by m. 
l 

l 

(14) 

(D·WA.) 
l 

(15) 

where the first term is the number of wedges worn at asperity i; 

and the second term is the volume of each wedge. The total wear 

volume, V, is given as 

v d N 
L IV. 

i=l l 
(16) 

where the quantity d/L is the ratio of the total sliding distance 

to the sampled portion of that distance. Equation 16, when corrected 

for unidirectional lay, becomes 

v 
N 2 d IV. 

TI L i=l l 
(17) 

To correct for a circular pin using method 1, the slider 

length is given by 

D s 
TI -D 4 (18) 
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Substituting Eq. 18 into Eq. 15 yields 

v 
u. 

l 

2 
TT D ·WA· - :l 
l G ·WL· . . l 

(19) 

To correct for a circular pin using method 2, the slider 

length is taken to be the pin diameter, D = D s 

and the worn volume is given by 

v 
N 

TT 2 d 
-4--L IV. 

TT i=l l 

Thus, Eq. 15 becomes 

(20) 

(21) 

If no filling occurs, then V.= V always. Thus, either lay 
l u. 

l 

correction will result in the following equation for volume of wear. 

2 d D2 N 
~ v TT 

I ----
4 TT L G i=l TtJLi 

d D2 N WA; 
o.5 i c I (22) 

i=l WLi 



4.4. Model Verification 

The results of Smyth's experiments [27] were used to verify 

the model. In these experiments Smyth conducted wear tests on surfaces 

of three roughnesses: R = 0.05 µm termed smooth, R a a 0.2 µm termed 

medium, and R = 0.9 µm termed rough. Four disks were ground to each 
a 

roughness. On each of the twelve disks, three polymers were tested: 

PVC, PCTFE, and LDPE. Of these polymers only PVC and PCTFE were tested 

below their T 's. Therefore, only the results of the PVC and PCTFE g 

wear tests were used for this model verification. 

Smyth's wear data were measured and reported in units of mass 

transferred per unit sliding distance, specifically, µg/m. For 

convenience, these data are reported in this section in units of volume 

3 per unit sliding distance, mm /km. These units of mm3/km were also used 

for all wear predictions. The specific gravities of PVC and PCTFE were 

taken to be 1.35 and 2.2, respectively. 

Table 4 shows Smyth's wear data and the wear predicted by the model 

for the same conditions. The predictions, shown in parentheses, were 

evaluated and tabulated for both pin correction methods. It should be 

noted that a value of G 1. 0 was used to generate the first two columns 

of wear predictions. The third column of wear predictions, where 

G = 4.8, represents a further sophistication of the model. 

As mentioned in a previous section, it was felt that the factor 

G should be a function of the elongation at break of the polymer being 

simulated. As can be seen in Table 4, the model overpredicts the wear 

of PVC by a factor of roughly two, and it overpredicts the wear of 

PCTFE by a factor of roughly ten. Considered together, the error in 
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Table 4. Experimental and Predicted Wear Data 

Wear 3 Rate, mm /km 
Disk Pol mer 

PVC PCTFE 
measured .eredicted measured .eredicted 12redicted 

cp 10. 6° cp 12.8° cp 12.8° 
G = 1.0 G = 1. 0 G = 4.8 

Smooth 
R = .OS ]Jill t * ** a 

All 0.19 ( 0.04/ 0.03) 0.22 ( I ) ( I 

Ell 0.25 ( 0.00/ 0.00) 0.05 ( I ) ( I ) 

Al2 0.00 ( I 0.00 ( I ) ( I ) 

Bl2 0.00 ( I ) 0.15 ( I ) ( I 

Hedi um 
R = . 2 ]Jill tt a A21 2.66 ( 5.52/ 5. 07) 1. 57 (12.11/11. 26) ( 4.64/ 4.20) 

B21 1. 84 ( 3.95/ 3.51) 1. 7 5 ( 8.19/ 7.18) ( 3.54/ 3 .13) 

A22 2.95 ( 8.35/ 7.48) 0.93 (20.37/16.85) ( 7.31/ 7.22) 

B22 1. 82 ( 3.84/ 3.50) 1. 41 ( 9.18/ 8.04) ( 3.47/ 3.38) 

Rough 
R ... = .9 ]Jill ttt a A31 17.56 (28.17/26.59) 7.95 (76.82/69.02) (25.14/23.90) 

B31 13 .11 (26.08/24.11) 8.95 (80.25/74.68) (28.04/25.83) --·-

A32 18.00 (28.59/26.87) 5.95 (88.28/78.59) (28.99/26.52) 

B32 13.63 (20.64/18.95) 9.50 (55.35/49.94) (19.96/18.69) 

t For this roughness, the accuracy of the data is ±0.01. 

( x.xx/ x.xx) Left hand side is using pin correction method 1. 
Right hand side is using pin correction method 2. 

*"j" rr rr indicates that no wear sites were detected for given conditions. 

tt For this roughness, the accuracy of the data is ±0. 01~. 

ttt For this roughness, the of the data is ±0.08. accuracy 
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the PCTFE wear predictions is roughly five cimes the error in the PVC 

wear predictions. It is here one notes that the ratio of the elongation 

at break for PCTFE to that of PVC is 1.25/0.263 = 4.8 (s values from 

[24, p. 30]). Stated differently, PCTFE stretches about 4.8 times 

further than does PVC before it breaks. Since PVC was the closer of the 

two in predicted values of wear, it was decided that the factor G for PVC 

should remain equal to 1.0 ; and the value of G for PCTFE should be set 

equal to 4.8 The effect of this value of G for PCTFE is shown in the 

third column of wear predictions in Table 4. 

If no filling occurs in the wear model, the predicted wear would 

vary in an inverse proportion to G (ref. Eq. 22). The fact that 

increasing G by a multiple of 4.8 decreased the predicted wear by a 

lesser factor is an indication that some filling occurred in the wear 

simulation. The filling was monitored for all of the wear simulation 

results shown in Table 4, and ranged from 0 to 76% of the available 

void regions. 



5. DISCUSSION 

The wear simulation results shown in Table 4 indicate that 

the model does, to an acceptable extent, predict abrasive polymer wear. 

The accuracy of this model is better appreciated in light of wear data 

presented in the literature. Researchers report wear rates which of ten 

vary by several orders of magnitude in response to seemingly minor 

changes in one or more of the system and environmental test parameters. 

Researchers, in attempting to duplicate tests of others, often find it 

difficult to corroborate findings of others. Finally, replications 

of wear experiments typically result in data variances so great that 

researchers are (or should be) reluctant to place undue significance 

on their results. 

As formulated, the modeling of abrasive polymer wear occurs in 

three distinct phases: penetration of the polymer into the ground 

surface, the development of a wear particle geometry, and the accurnu-

lation of wear particles. Each of these phases contains hypotheses and 

assumptions which warrant additional mention. 

The polymer flow pressure, p , is central to the penetration phase rn 
of the model. It was taken to be three times the yield stress in 

tension. No consideration was given to strain rate dependencies, strain 

hardening, additional interfacial pressure components contributed by. 

friction and tangential cutting forces, or distortion of the contact 

area due to tangential forces, viscoelastic deformations, or material 

removal. The effect of possible load support by polymer wear debris 

trapped in filled void regions was also neglected. Only the effect of 
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asperity slope was examined. Although slope was shown to be an important 

factor in the determination of the flow pressure, incorporation of the 

relationship in the model was found to be intractable. 

The polymer shear angle, ~' is central to the section of the 

model which determines the geometry of wear particles. This shear angle 

was based on Warren's work concerning the average angle of polymer 

deposits. Modeling a complex failure zone in the polymer as a singular 

angle is doubtless an oversimplification of the event leading to the 

production of a wear particle. It does, however, yield a model in which 

the wear predicted at an asperity is functionally related to the slope 

of the asperity. Indeed it is this parameter which determines whether 

or not a penetrating asperity will cut at all. 

The factor G is central to the section of the model which 

determines the rate of particle formation at each asperity. It was 

felt that this factor should be a function of the elongation at break 

of the polymer. However, for lack of an acceptable theory, this factor 

was initially assumed to be unity. Later, having compared predicted 

wear values to experimental values, it was decided that the value of G 

for a polymer would be taken to be the ratio of the elongation at break 

for the polymer to the elongation at break for PVC. This effectively 

establishes G = 1.0 for PVC. 

It should be noted that the decision to obtain values for G by 

dividing by the elongation at break for this particular polymer, PVC, 

was based solely on the closer agreement between predicted and exper-

imental wear values for PVC. Dividing by yet another value would have 

yielded wear predictions closer to experimental values, but would have 
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had no clear theoretical basis. No hypothesis is advanced for 

determining correct values for G other than they should be greater than 

0.5. Additionally, care should be taken to assure that the values for 

the elongation at break of the polymers modeled are all measured in 

the same fashion. 

The predicted wear values of Table 4 exhibit an interesting trend. 

The predicted wear for PVC and for PCTFE with G 4.8 are almost equal. 

Although the operating BARs were similar in all cases (BAR= 0.11), 

these predictions were based on different shear angles, values of G, 

and test pin diameters. The average pin diameters were 0.266 mm for 

PVC, and 0.565 mm for PCTFE. It is clear when comparing the predicted 

wear for PVC and PCTFE with G 1.0, that differences in the pin 

diameter and shear angle result in large variations in predicted wear. 

When G is then set equal to 4.8 for PCTFE, it approximately compensates 

for the differences in shear angles and pin diameters used. This is 

felt to be due only to a fortuitous choice of test polymers and pin 

diameters; and it is noted that wear data for the two polyillers are 

similar also. It is not anticipated that other polymers will demonstrate 

this phenomenon. 



6. CONCLUSION~ 

While certain points in the model are less than totally 

substantiated, the general philosophy of the modeling technique used 

is both unique and useful. In an abrasive wear process, each asperity 

presents a unique potential wear site. The model, in turn, simulates 

the wear process on a site-by-site basis. 

This work represents two distinct contributions. First, the 

computer environment and the data handling and storage techniques 

developed comprise a method of testing any well stated wear theory. 

Little additional effort would be required to evaluate alternative 

models of surface interpenetration and wear particle formation. 

Second, a model of the abrasive polymer wear process was 

· advanced and evaluated in light of a restricted quantity of experimental 

data. Although it is inexact in some respects, it is felt that this 

model demonstrates all the salient features of the abrasive polymer 

wear phenomenon. 
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7. R:SCOMI-1ENDATIONf 

Several aspects of the polymer wear model require further 

investigation. The followi:ig is a list of recommendations beginning 

with those the author deems most important. 

1) Additional data should be taken using PVC, PCTFE, and other 

polymers at temperatures below their T 's. Different BARs should be 
0 
0 

used for these tests. Nylon 6-6 would be a suitable candidate polymer 

for further testing since its shear angle was determined by Warren. 

Polymers other than PVC, PCTFE, and Nylon 6-6 would require additional 

observation to determine their shear angles. 

2) The penetration of the polymer into the counterface is currently 

computed using a polymer flow pressure and the BAR curve of the counter-

face. An experimental program should be developed t0 confirm or improve 

this method of determining the penetration depth. Deterministic 

surfaces similar to the one discussed earlier in this dissertation might 

be constructed of glass or a similar hard, transparent material, 

allowing the researcher to observe the penetration from the reverse side 

of the material. These observations, likely employing an optical 

microscope, would provide a means of determining the effect of factors 

such as normal load, tangential load, asperity angle, and others, on the 

penetration of the polymer into the counterface. 

3) The extension of this model to include steady state wear 

conditions, reciprocating sliding conditions, high sliding speeds, and 

polymers above their T 's, will require considerable additional investi-
g 

gation. The philosophy of this model should, however, provide a useful 

environment in which to develop models for more complex wear conditions. 
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DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF WEAR3 

This appendix is made up of four parts: a) a description of 

the important features of the Fortran program WEAR3, b) a block diagram 

of WEAR3, c) a listing of WEAR3, and d) a sample output generated by 

WEAR3. 

WEAR3 simulates polymer wear on any number of input profiles, 

each in turn, and determines the appropriate averages for the group 

of profiles. The simulation is carried out twice for each profile, 

once "fonrnrd", and once "backward". This is equivalent to conducting 

wear tests in opposite directions on the same surface. 

The program contains corrunent lines for clarity. The first three 

pages of the ·program listing contain startup information such as the 

number of profiles to be inputted, and the data necessary for the sim-

ulation such as operating BAR, sliding distance, shear angle, and the 

factor G. The major loop of the program ("DO 1000 PROF=l,NPROF") begins 

on the fourth page. This loop, executed once for each profile, starts 

with three subroutines: READl, NORMl, and RANKl. A listing of each of 

these subroutines is found at the end of the WEAR3 listing. 

The READl subroutine is a sophisticated routine which disregards 

lines not in a profile format and distinguishes which of two common 

formats was used to store the data. It then reads the profile data into 

the Y array. 

The NORMl subroutine removes the slope and/or the average of the 

profile. The slope removal is based on a least squares fit of a straight 
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line through the data. Whether or not the profiles are "normalized" 

is a user option and is recorded in the output. 

The third subroutine, RANKl, uses an efficient method to rank the 

Z array, an array initially identical to the Y array. Once ranked, 

largest value to smallest value, the height corresponding to the BAR 

is equal to that value of Z found at the fraction of the Z array equal 

to the BAR. The penetration depth is the difference between this height 

value, and the highest point in the profile, now contained in the array 

position Z(l). If the BAR used does not provide an integer index for 

the Z array, a linear interpolation is utilized between the bracketing 

Z values to obtain the height. The penetration depth determined for each 

profile is recorded in the output in the colunm headed by "penet". 

At this point in the program a few surf ace statistics are computed 

~o serve as a profile signature and to provide background information 

about the surface. The Ra roughness and the skewness of the profile 

are calculated and recorded in the program output. 

After the statistics of the profile are calculated, an additional 

loop is entered ("DO 25 DIRECT=l,2") to simulate the wear forward and 

backward. The second time through the loop the input Y array is 

reversed end for end and the simulation then proceeds as in the 

first time through. 

At this point the subroutine WEARL is invoked. Five arrays 

and an integer are returned from WEARL. These arrays are named WL, WA, 

VA, ICAP, and LOC. The integer value returned, IPAIR, contains the 

number of wear sites detected by WEARL. WL(i) contains the modeled 

wedge length at site i, WA(i), the corresponding wedge area, VA(i), the 
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corresponding void area. ICAP(i), the integral capacity of void i 

( ICAP(i) = VA(i)/WA(i) + 1 ), and LOC(i) contains the index of the 

point in the profile array Y where the wear site i was modeled to begin. 

Given these returned values, WEAR3 then computes the sum of the wedges 

at each site for the given sliding distance and factor G. 

Several features of the WEAR3 output, presented at the end of this 

appendix, have already been discussed. However, a few others deserve 

mention. The date given in the output (in this case 05-01-80) 

represents the date of the simulation. The data for this feature result 

from the CALL DATE in WEAR3. The next four lines of output contain the 

simulation parameters. The output line beginning with "l) B32A ... " 

will be examined as an example. The B32A is a profile identifier. 

As indicated, 12 wear sites were detected when simulating wear in a 

forward direction, and 11 were detected in the reverse direction. As 

listed the wear detected in the two directions varied from 14.7 mm3/km 

3 3 forward, to 23.0 mm /km backward. The 14. 7 mm /km represents 10.% of 

the total available void volume in the forward direction; and the 23.0 

mm3/km represents 13.% of the total available void volume in the 

backward direction. Filling of some voids may or may not have occurred. 

Below the second line of dashes several averages are recorded. 

While most of them are clear, a few require explanation. The quantity 

6.113 represents the sample standard deviation of the population of 

eight simulated wear values. The 32. 7 quantity is the percentage of 

18.687 represented by 6.113 . This 32. 7 quantity provides a means of 

evaluating the scatter in the simulated wear values. Finally, the 

figure of 151.3 is the average number of lumps, or wedges, counted 
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as worn at each wear site, averaged over all wear sites and all 

profiles, forward and backward. 
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Block Diagram of Program WEAR3 

START 

Input simulation data 

Output header information 

Loop through the profiles 
DO 1000 PROF=l,NPROF 

CALL READl 
CALL NORMl 
CALL RANKl 

Determine the penetration 
depth given the ranked 
array Z and the input BAR 

Once forward, once backward 
DO 25 DIRECT=l,2 

If DIRECT=2, reverse input .dat 

CALL WEARL 

Sum wear at all sites 

Output one line of output 

Compute and output averages 

STOP 
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c ........................................................... . 
c • • 
c • Polymer Wedr Simuldtion Program WEAR3 • 
C • Written Fal.l 1~79, bj John H. Herold • 
c • • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

IMTEbEB ~EBHI~,OUTPIL,FILE,UNIT,PROF,FILTYP,DIRECT 
INTEGER PAlH,PAIRS,PAIRAY 
REAL LENGTft,LHPSUM 
COl'UWN/A/UNIT ,PILT ~ P, NP ,DX, Y ( 1500) ,COMENT (ijQ) ,DATT-(J) , 

$LABEL (18) 
COH~ON/D/TEhH1N,WL(200) ,WA(200) ,VA(200),ICAP(200), 

$T AHABG, LOC (20 0) 
DIMENSION FN(l0,2) ,FT(l0,2) ,FH(10,2),PERFL(2),AVPER(2) 
DIMENSION WEAR(2) ,WEARAV(J) ,Z(1500),PAIRS(2) ,PAIBAV(2) 
DATA WEARAV/3*0./,PAI~AV/2*0/,AVPEli/2*0./ 
TERIUN=l 
OUTFIL=~ 
CALL DATE(lH,IL,lY) 
READ(TEhl1IN,•,END=2)NPBOF,NFILE,NORH,~ASORV 

DO 1 PILE=l,NFILE 
READ(TERMIN,100,END=2)FN(F1LE,1),FN(FILE,2) 
READ(TERM1N,100,EHD=2)FT(P1LE,1),FT(FILE,2) 

1 READ(TEBHIH,100,EHD=2)FM(P1LE,1),PK(FILE,2) 
100 POhMAT (2A4) 

GOTO 4 
.:l REWIHD TERMlN 

WRITE (TERMI.N, llu) 
110 POR!iAT(//, 1 An error has apparentll' occurrea in the •, 

$•internal exchange of ',/'control parametE-rs fro11 •, 
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$ 1 iEAH3 LXEC to ~EAR3 FORTRAN. 1 / 1 This is Lecessarily '• 
~·a tatal erLor.') 

STOP 
3 REWIND TERM.IN 
4 WRITE(TERM.IN,120) 

120 PORftAT(/,'Please enter the BAR to be used '• 
$'for this test. 1 ) 

READ(TERHIN,•,END=3)BEARlT 
IP(BEARAT.GT.1 •• 0R.BEAHAT.LT.O.)GOTO 4 
GOTO 6 

5 REWIND '.l'ERM.lN 
6 WR1TE(TERMIN,130) 

130 FOhM.AT(/, 1 Plea£e enter the sliding distance '• 
$ • (pin diaaeter (1111) ) • ') 

READ(TEnMIN,•,END=5)SLIDE 
TRAYEL~SLIDL•lOOO. 

C This converts the llllli slidiI•9 distance into aicrons. 
IP(l'1ASOHV.EQ.3)GOTO 9 
WRITE ('l'E.RlU!li, 14CJ) SLIDE 

140 FORMAT( 1Please enter the sliaer width. '• 
$ 1 - default is 1 ,PS.3, 1 ma. 1 ) 

READ(TERMIN,•,END=7)WIDTH 
GOTO 9 

7 REWIND TERM.IN 
WIDTH=-SLIDE 
GOTO 9 

8 ItEWIJiD TERM.IN 
9 WHITE (T:E;RM.IN, 150) 

150 FORMAT('Please specify the shear angle desired.•, 
$ 1 Suggested values are:•,/, 1 10.6 for ~Ve, 12.8 for •, 
$ 1 PCTFE, and 18.9 for NyloL b-6. 1 ) 

READ(TEBMIN,•,END=8)ANGLE 
IF(ANGLE.LE.0 •• 0H.ANGLE.GE.90.)GOTO 9 
AHGRAD=ANGLE•J.141592654/180. 
TANA~G=TAN(ANGRAD) 

GOTO 11 
10 REWIND 1ERM1N 
11 WRITE (TEIUHN, 16u) 

160 FOhMAT(/1 Please specify the elongdtion ratio, G, '• 
$ 1 desired. Suggested values are:•,/, 1 1.0 tor PVC, '• 
$ 1 4.8 for PCT.FE, aud 9.1 tor hylon 6-0. 1 ) 

READ(TE~MIN,•,END=lO)G 
IF(G.LT.O.S)GOTU 11 
CONST=(G-0.5)/G 
IF(MASOnV.EQ.2.0H.MASORV.EQ.3)GOTO 1~ 

GOTO 13 
12 liEWIND TElil'HN 
13 iRITE{TLh~IN,170) 

170 FOH~AT(/'Please specify the pol1aer••s specific •, 
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$ 1 gravity. Sug9ested values are:•,/, 1 1.JS for PVC, •, 
$•~-~ tor PCTFE, and 1.1 for Nylen 6-6.') 

READ(TERMIN,•,END=12)SPGDAV 
GO'lO 15 

l'l HEWIND '.l.'ERI'UN 
15 WRITE (TERM IN, 180) 

180 POHMAT(/'Please specity the co111bined pin and lay co•, 
$ 1 rrection factor. 1 ,/, 1 The suggested value is 0.5 .•) 

READ(TEEMIN,*,END=14)PINLAY 
IP (l!ASORV .EQ.1) ¥'ACTOR=PINLAY*10 00 .•WIDTH*SPGRAV 
IF (MASOliV .EQ .2) l1ACTOR=PHILAY • 10 00 .•WIDTH 
IP(MASOliV.EQ.3)PACTOB=PINLAY*lOOO. 
WRITE(OUTF1L,190)Ift,ID,IY 

• , 190 FOHttAT(20x,•output of prograa WEAR3 
$A2, 1 - 1 ,A2, 1 - 1 ,A~,/) 

1P(NORM.EQ.l)WRITE(OUTFIL,201)BEARAT,SLIDE 
1P(NORM.EQ.2)WRITE(OUTFIL,202)BEARAT,SLIDE 

201 FORftAT(' BAR= 1 ,?6.4, 1 , Slider length (am)=•, 
$F6.4, 1 , Non-normalized') 

202 POHMAT(' BAR= 1 ,Pb.4, 1 , Slider length (am)= 1 , 

SF6.4, 1 , Normalized') 
IF(MASOBV.EQ.l)WRITE(OUTFIL,211)ANGLE,WIDTH,G,SPGRAV, 

$PIN LAY 
IP(ftASORV.EQ.2)WHITE(OUTFIL,212)A~GLE,WIDTH,G,PINLAY 

IF(MASOHV.EQ.3)WklTE(OUTFIL,213)AHGLE,G,PI~LAY 
211 PORftA~(' Shear dngle (deg)= 1 ,F4.1, 1 , Slider width •, 

$ 1 (mm)=',FS.3, 1 , 1 / 1 Elongation ratio, G,= 1 ,F4.1,• , s•, 
$ 1 pecific 9ravity= 1 ,F6.3, 1 , 1 / 1 The combined pin and •, 
$'lay correction= 1 ,F6.4, 1 • 1 ,//1 cas FILE ID', 
$ 1 STATISTICS 1 ,1UX, 1 WEAR BATE ( uq/• ) 1 ) 

212 FORMAT(' Shear angle (de9)= 1 ,F4.1, 1 , Slider vidth •, 
$ 1 (mm)= 1 ,F5.3, 1 , 1 / 1 Elongation ratio, G,= 1 ,F4.1, 1 .•, 

$/ 1 The combined pin and lay correction= 1 ,F6.4, 1 .•, 

$// 1 CHS 1-'ILE ID S'l'ATISTICS 1 , lBX, 'WEAR VOLOftE 1 , 

$ • ( cu. m m/k11 ) •) 
213 FORttAT(' Shear angle (deg)= 1 ,P4.1,' , Elongation •, 

$•ratio, G,= 1 ,F4.1, 1 , 1 / 1 The coabined pin and lay •, 
$ 1 correction= 1 ,Fb.4, 1 .',//' CMS FILE ID', 
$' STATISTICS 1 ,18X, 1 WEAR THICHNESS ( n~ ) 1 ) 

WRITE(OUTFIL,220) 
220 FOlHlAT ( 1 (FN) 1 , 

$ 1 Ra skew pen~t',8X, 1 Forvard',9X,'Backward 1 ,/, 
$14X, • (u11) •, 9X, • (um) Pairs Wear iFull Paii:s •, 
$'Wear ~Full',/,b9( 1 _1 ) ,/) 

RAAVE=O. 
SKEWAV=O. 
PENAYE=O. 
STDDEV=O. 
LMPSUM=O. 
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DENOM=O. 
UII1=-10 
DO 1000 PROP=l,NPROF 
CALL READl 
FILE=UNIT-9 
CALL NORM1(2,NOHM) 
LEBGTH=NP*DX 
DO 16 !=1,.NP 

16 Z (I) =-Y (I) 
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c The array •z• vill be put through the ranking process 
C to determine the penetration depths, then discarded. 
c 

ClLL RANK1(1,NP,Z) 
c 
c Nov we'll find the penetration depth for this profile. 
c 

c 

IP(BEARAT.EQ.O.)GOTO 17 
IP(BEARAT.EQ.1.)GOTO 18 
kN=BEARAT*NP 
llLO=BN 
HHI=HL0+1 
PENET=Z(1)-Z(HHl)+(NHl-RN)*(Z(NLO)-Z(NBI)) 
GOTO 19 

17 PENET=O. 
GOTO 19 

18 PENET=Z(1)-Z(HP) 
19 PEIAYE=PENAVE+PENEr 

C Let's coapute soae stats; namely the aa and the SKEW. 
c 

c 

THERA=O. 
THEftS=O. 
SKEW=O. 
DO 20 I=l,.liP 
THEBA=THE~+ABS (I (I)) 
TBE!S=THE!S+Y(l)*Y(I) 

20 SKEW=SKEW+Y(I)**3 
THERA =TBERA/N P 
RAAYE=RAAYE+THERA 
THEMS=THEMS/NP 
TBERMS=SQRT(THEMS) 
SKEW=(SKEW/NP)/(THBRftS**3) 
SKEWAY=SKEWAV+SKEW 

C Bov let's compute the wears forward and backward. 
c 

DO 25 DIRECT=l,2 
IP(DlRECT.EQ.2)GOTO 21 
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GOTO 23 
c This part inverts the i array if DIRECT=2. 

c 
c 
c 
c 

21 NOVElt2=NP/2 
NPP=NP+l 
DO 22 I=1,NOVE.R2 
DUMIU=Y (NPP-I) 
Y (NPP-1) =Y (1) 

22 Y (I) =omun 
23 IBEGibl=l 

HPOLY=Z (1) -PENI'T 

CALL WEARL(NP,lliEG1N,Y,HPOLY,DX,IPAIR) 

PAIRS(DIRECT)=IPAIR 
WEAB(DIRECT)=O. 
PERPL(DIRECT)=lOO. 
IF(IPAIR.EQ.O)GOTO 25 
W=O. 
TOTlL=O. 
DO 24 PAIR=1,1PA1R 
WEDGES=TRAVEL/(G*WL(PAIB))+CONST 
LUHPS=WEDGES 
IF(ICAP(PAin) .LT.LUHPS)LDMPS=ICAP(PAIR) 
LMPSU~=LMPSUM+LUMPS 

W=W+LUMPS*WA(PAIR) 
24 TOTAL=TOTAL+ICAP(PAIR)*WA(PAIR) 

WEAR(DIRECT)=W/LENGTH*PACTOR 
PE~FL(DIRECT)=W/TOTAL*lOO. 
PAIRAV(DikECT)=PAIRAV(DIBECT)+IPAIR 
AYPEB(DIRECT)=AVPEB(DIRECT)+PERPL(DIRECT) 
WEARAV(DIRECT)=WEARAV(DIRECT)+WEAll(DIRECT) 
STDDEV=STDDEV+WEAR(DIRECT)*WEAR(DIRECT) 
DENOM=DENOM+IPAIR 

25 CONTINUE 
1000 WRITE(OUTFIL,230)PROP,FN(FILE,1) ,FN(FlLE,2),THEBA, 

$SKEW,PENET,PAIRS(1) ,WEAR(l) ,PEkFL(l),PAIBS(2),WEAR(2), 
SPElif'L (2) 

230 FORMAT (12, ') ',2A4,F6 .3,F6.2,F7 .3,2 (I6,F8.3,P5.0)) 
c 
C Now to calculate some averaged wear statistics. 
c 

DO 26 DIBEC1·=1,2 
PAIRAY(DIR~CT)=PAlRAV(DIRECT)/NPROF 

lYPEk (DIRECT) =AVPER (DIRECT) /NPROF 
26 WEARAY(DIRECT)=WEAliAV(DIRECT)/NPROF 

WEABAY(3)=(WEARAY(l)+WEARAV(2))/2. 



RAAVJ:!=hAAVE/N PHOF 
SKEWAV=SKEWAV/NPROF 
PENAVE=PENAVE/NPROF 
HPhOY2=2*NPROP 
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STDDEV=SQRT ( (STlJDt!V-N PRO:E'2*WEAB AV (3) *WE AB AV (3)) / 
$ (RPROP2-1)) 

STDPER=O. 
lVLUKP:.0. 
IP(WEABAV(3).EQ.O.)GOTO 27 
STDPER=STDDEV/WEARAV(3)•100. 
~VLUMP=LMPSUM/DEHOH 

21 CONTINUE 
c 
C Nov for some output. 
c 

WRITE(OUTFIL,240)PAIBAV(1),WEARAV(l),AVPEB(l), 
$ PAIBAV(2),WEARAV(2),AVPER(2) 

240 PORKAT(69( 1 _ 1 ) ,//, 1 Sub ave. 1 ,~1X,2(I6,F8.3,P5.0)) 
VRITE(OUTF1L,250)RAAYE,SKEWAV,PENAVE,WEARAV(3),STDDEV, 

$A YL UI'! P, STD PER 
250 PORKAT(/, 1 Ave. stats 1 ,P5.3,P6.2,F7.3,21X, 

$'Ave. wear 1 ,P8.3/52X, 1 std. dev. 1 ,P7.3/ 1 The avera•, 
$ 1 ge number of lumps vorn= 1 ,F6.1,11X, 1 ~ of ave. 1 ,P8.1) 

STOP 
END 



c 

c 
c 
c 

10 
100 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

999 
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SUBROUTINE READ1 

lNfEGER UNIT,PILT~P 
CO~HOh/A/U~IT,FlLTYP,NP,DX,Y(1500),COMENi(40),DATE(3), 

$LABEL (18) 
COMMON/b/JHEADli,TFACT,HFACT,YFACT,TS~EED,ttCODE,CUTOFP 

DATA IDAT/ 1 DATA 1 /,NUM20/ 1 20 1 /,NUH76/ 1 76 1 / 

The uext fev cards determine whether the file is a 
CALSPAN (FILTYP=l), or a VPI generated (FILTYP=2) 
file. 
READ(UNlT,100,EhD=999)LABEL 
FOR!'!AT ( 18A4) 
IF(NUM20.LB.LAB~L(l).AND.LAB~L(1) .LB.NUM76)GOTO 1 
IF(LABEL(l) .EQ.IDAT)GOTO 2 
If HUH is between 20 dnd 76 inclusive, it must be the 
first four characters of a CALSPAN generated file. 
If LABEL(1) is equal to 'DATA', it must be the first 
four chdracters of d VPI generated file. 
If LABEL(l) is neither, most likely ve•ve hit an 
information line at the beginning or the end of a file 
of profile(s). Let's see what's on the he%t line ••• 
GOTO 10 
COMTINUl:: 

c No need to rewind since we're going to abandon this 
c unit nuaber. 

UHIT=UNIT+l 
GOTO 10 

1 BACKSPACE UNIT 
FILTYP=l 
DX=3.33 
READ(UNIT,200)JHEADh,(COMENT(l) ,I=l,40),NP,TFACT, 
$HFACT,VFACT,TSP~£D, (uATE(I) ,1=1,3),MCODE,CUTOFP 

200 FOR8AT(l~,30A4/10a4,I4,4E12.S,3A4,I10,E12.5) 
READ (UNIT, 300) (Y (I) ,1=1, hP) 

300 FOh~AT(10(1X,E12.5)) 
RETURN 

2 BACKSPACE UNIT 
C Since the data were apparently VPI generated ••• 

FILTYP=2 
BEAD(UNIT,400)HP,DX 

400 YORHAT(42X,I4,13X,E12.5) 
READ(UlHT,500) (Y(I) ,1=1,NP) 

SOO FOBHAT(8E10.3) 
RETUI\H 
END 
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SUBROUTINE NO~Ml(AVZ,SLOPE) 
c 
c AVE= 1 .:::.) 140 correction ior the average is desired. 
c = 2 => A cor~ection for tne average is desired. 
c SLOPE= 1 => No correction for slope is desired. 
C .:::. 2 => A correction for slope is desi~ed. 

INTEGER UNIT,AVE,SLOPB,PILTYP 
REAL M 
COMr!Otl/A/UNIT ,FILTY P, NP ,DX, Y ( 1500), COM ENI' (40), DATE (3) , 

$LABEL ( 18) 
C This subroutine tits a best fit straight line through 
C a data set submitted to it, by the method of l~ast 
c squares. It also alters the profile values to make 
C the average value equal to o. it requested. 

IP(AVE.NE.1.AND.AVE.HE.2.0R.SLOPE.N~.1.AHD.SLOPE.NE.2) 
$STOP 
IP (AVE.EQ.1 .AND. SLOPE.EQ.1) BETORH 
IP (SLOPE .~Q.1) GO TO 3 
SUMI=O. 
SUMIY=O. 
DO 1 I.:::.1,NI-
SO!!Y=S01'1Y+Y (I) 

1 SUMXY=SU~XY+I*Y(I) 
M=(12.*SOMXY - b*(NP+l)*SUMY)/(HP*(NP*NP-1)) 
YAVB=SOP\Y/~P 
YINTER=YAVE-((NP+l)/2.)*M 

C These confirmed series methods tor least squares slope 
C and Y intercept can be found in Whitehouse, Tribology, 
C Vol. 7, 1974, p. 249. 

IF(AVE.EQ.1)YINTER~YIHTER-YAVE 
DO 2 J;::.1,NP 

2 Y(I)=Y(~ - M*I - YINTER 
C The above statement deserves an explanation. YAVE is 
c the average Y value. If 1 AVE 1 =1. no correction for 
c the averaqe is desired. Since the least squares fit 
C used here corrects autoaatically for the average, 
c the dverage aust be added back. If the correction is 
c desired, 1 1AVE 1 will not b~ subtracted from 1 YINTER 1 , 

c and the automatic correction will not be overriaen. 
l(ETURN 

3 SUKY=O. 
DO 4 I.:::.1,NP 

4 SUMY=SOlH +Y (I) 
YAVE=SUMY/NP 
DO ~ I=l,NP. 

5 Y(l)=Y(l)-YAV£ 
BETUBN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE RANKl (IDl~E,NP,Y) 

c 
C This very etiicient ordering routine is based on an 
C algorithm ot D. L. Shell (Comm. ACM, July 1959). 
C 1t orders an array Y ot length NP in descending 
C (IDlRE=l) ar ascending (IDIR~=-1) order. 
C (Copied ·from p.346 ot 'Intro. to Stat. vith Fortran.•) 

Dil'tEHSlON Y (1500) 
L=-NP 

1 L=L/2 
IF (L) 2,2,3 

2 RETURN 
3 ft=dP-L 

DO 6 1=1,M 
J=I. 

4 JJ::.J+L 
IF (IDlRE.EQ.-1) GO TO 777 

C Going to 777 is for arrays which are to be 
C ranked in ascending or.der.. 

IF (Y(J)-Y(JJ)) 5,b,b 
111 CONTilCUF. 

IF ~(J)-Y(JJ)) 6,6,5 
5 Y1=Y(J) 

y (J) =Y (JJ) 
Y (JJ) =Y 1 
J=J-L 
IP (J) 6,6,4 

6 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1 
END 
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Output of program WEAR3 05-01-CO 

BAR=0.1140, Slider length (&m)=0.5630, Non-normalized 
Shear angle (aeq)=1~.8, Slider ~idth (mm)=0.563, 
Elongation ratio, G,~ 4.8 • 
The combined pin and lay correction=0.5000 • 

FILE ID STATISTICS WEAR VOLUME (cu .1111jk11) 
(F1') Ba skew pen et Forward Backward 

(Ulli) (Ulll) Pairs Wear 'Full Pairs Wear 'Full 

1) :OJ2A O. BO -O.b9 1.25 12 14. 703 10. 11 22.959 13. 
2) B32B 0.92 -0.23 1.30 1 1 14.710 4. 12 29.970 9. 
3) B32C 1.04 -0.30 1.48 10 11.035 3. b 14.673 28. 
4) B32D 0.87 -0.60 0.88 13 19.924 7. 15 21.514 11. 

Sub ave. 11 15 .09 3 6. 11 22.281 15. 
Ave stats. 

0.91 -0.46 1.23 Ave. wear 18.687 
std. dev. 6.113 

The average number of luaps worn= 151.3 % Of ave. 32.7 
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DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF WEARL 

This appendix contains a description and a listing of the 

subroutine WEARL. This subroutine examines the entire profile for 

wear sites and calculates the quantities ac each site. The philosophy 

is as follows: Each point Y(K) in the profile is examined in light of 

the conditions encountered at the past point Y(K-1). The conditions 

as of the last point are indicated by the value of the integer variable 

ADDING in the following way: 

0 The last point wasn't contained in a wear 
site. Nothing was adding. 

1 A wear site is in progress. Only the 
ADDING wedge was adding. 

2 A wear site is in progress. Only the 
void was adding. 

3 A wear site is in progress. Both a wedge 
and a void were adding. 

A more detailed explanation of each of these conditions will follow. 

Some variable names require explanation. HPOLY is the value of 

altitude, or height of the bottom surface of the polymer, and is supplied 

to the WEARL subroutine by the host program. Y(K) is the value of the 

height of the profile point currently under consideration. Y(K-1) is the 

value of the profile point immediately to the left of the point currently 

~nder consideration. YWEDGE is the height of the modeled wedge at ti1e 

current point; and Y\.JOLD is the value of the wedge point immediately to 

the left of the current location. 

The remaining text of this appendix contains a graphic development 

of the J.J)DING = 1, 2, and 3 sections of WEARL; the first possibility on 

the ADDING = 1 page is reviewed in detail as an example. 
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Figure Bl shows the sketch of an ele~ent of a wedge to be 

added to the currently adding wedge area. The five significant points 

h b 1 b 1 d Th . . d d b h Kth . . ave een a e e . e program is consi ere to e at t e ~ position 

in the profile. ADDING equals 1 since at the K-lth position only the 

wedge was adding. The incremental wedge area (shaded) will be added 

h d S . h Kth . . h d h I to t e current we ge area. ince at t e position t e we ge asn t 

yet terminated and a void hasn 1 t yet started, the subroutine will exit 

this section with ADDING still equal to 1 and go on the next point (K+l). 

All the other cases presented are described by similar means. 
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PROGRAM STEPPING DIRECTION 
(OPPOSITE THE SIMULATED SLIDING DIRECTION) 

,;_ __ -- -- - I YWOLD 

HPOLY 

IMMEDIATE PAST-
POSITION OF 
INTEREST 

0 
YWEDGE 
--- - -

....... -.. 

~-CURRENT POSITION~ 
OR VALUE OF K 

Figure Bl. Illustration of first permutation of ADDING = 1 entries. 
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IF(ADDING.EQ.l)GOTO 100 Then: IF ... 

' ' ......... 

HPOLY ~ Y(K) < YWEDGE GOTO 110 

', 
Y(K) < HPOLY < YWEDGE GOTO 12{) 

' ' ...... 
' ...... 

' 

YWEDGE < HPOLY < Y(K) GOTO 130 

~--

' ' HPOLY < YWEDGE < Y(K) GOTO 130 

Figure B2. Permutations of ADDING 1. 

' ' 

Y(K) < YWEDGE < HPOLY GOTO 140 

YWEDGE ~ Y(K) < HPOLY GOTO 150 

' ' 

YWEDGE ~ Y(K) < HPOLY GOTO 150, 
then 

GOTO 155 
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IF(ADDING.EQ.2)GOTO 200 

Y(K) < HPOLY 

Y(K) > HPOLY 

Figure B3. Permutations of ADDING 2. 

GOTO 210 

/ 

/ 
/ 

GOTO 220 

Then: IF ... 
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I __ F_,_(A_D-'D_I_N_G_._E~Q_.-"'-3.._) _G_OT-'-O_-:-~) 0'--'0'--'-T""""'h_e_n : IF .•• 

YWEDGE > HPOLY > Y(K) GOTO 310 

' ' 

' ........ - .......... 

HPOLY > Y(K) and 
YWEDGE < HPOLY GOTO 320 

YWEDGE > Y (K) 2 HPOLY GOTO 330 

Figure B4. Permutations of ADDING 3. 

...... 
' 

Y (K) > HPOL Y and 

/ 
/ 

Y(K) > YWEDGE GOTO 340 

' / 
...... / 

~/ 

' ...... 
........ 

' / 
/ 

Y(K) > HPOLY and 
Y(K) > YWEDGE GOTO 340 

then 
GOTO 345 
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c .......................................................... . 
c * • 
c • Polymer Wear Si~ulation Subroutine WEA&L • 
C • Written Fall 1979, by John H. Herold • 
c • • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 

SUBROUTINE WEARL(HP,IbEGIN,l,HPOLY,DX,PAIRS) 
INT~GER TEBKIN,ADDING,PAIR,PAIRS 
COMMON/D/TERftIN,WL(200) ,WA(200) ,VA(200) ,1CAP(200), 

$TANA.NG,LOC (:tOO) 
DI~ENSION Y (1500) 
DYCRIT=DX*TANANG 
DlCRI2=DYCRIT/2. 
ADDING=O 
PAlh=O 
IBEGIN=IBEGIH+1 
.00 4 K=llsEGIN ,Nl' 
IF(ADDING.EQ.O)GOTO 2 

1 IF(ADDING.EQ.2)GOTO 200 
YWOLD=I WEDGE 
lWEDGE=YWOLD-DYClilT 
IF(ADDING.EQ.l)GOTO 100 
IP(ADDI~G.EQ.3)GOTO 300 

C *** If the proyram get•s here, a branching error occurred. 
GOTO 998 

2 CONTINUE 
C This is the seaLching sectiou, and the progra& loops 
c through here watching tor Q wedge to start. 

IP (Y (K-1) .LE.Hf'OLY) GOTO 3 
YFALL=Y(K-1)-Y(K) 
IF(YFALL.LE.DYCHIT)GOTO 3 

c Bingo! We've got a wedge st~rting! 
PAIR=PAih+l 
LOC (PAili) ==K 
1F(PAIR.GT.200)~0TO 999 
YWEDGE==Y (K-1) 
WA(PAIR)=O. 
WL (.E'AIR) ==O. 
VA (PAIJ.) =-0. 



ADDING= 1 
GOTO 1 

100 CONTINUI.: 
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C Given tbat ADDlhG=1, what can hdppen next? 
IF (YWEDG:r. .GI:.. Y (K) .AND. Y (K) .GE .HPOLY) liOTO 110 
IF(YWEDGE.GT.HPULY.AND.HPOLY.GT.Y(K))GOTO 120 

C OK, the wedge terminates, but in vhich of five ways? 
IF(Y(K) .GT.YWEDGE.AND.Y(K) .GE.HPOLY)GOTO 130 
IF(HPOLY.GT.YWEDGL.AND.YWEDGB.GE.Y(K))GOTO 140 
IF(HPOLY.GE.Y(K).AbD.Y(K) .GE.YWEDGE)GOTO 150 

C *** If the program get•s here, a branching error occurred. 
G0'.1.'0 9Y8 

110 CONTINUE 
C Continuing wedge, no voiu. 

WL(PAIR)=WL(PAili)+DX 
WA(PAltt)=WA(Pklfi)+Dl*(YWOLD-DYC~I2-(Y(K-1)+Y(K))/2.) 
GOTO 3 

120 CONTIBDE 
c Continuing wedge, void startiug to add. 

WL(PAIR)=WL(PAIB)+DX 
FBCBEL=(HPOLY-Y(K))/(Y(K-1)-Y(K)) 
VADD=O.S•(FhCliEL*DX)*(HPOLY-Y(K)) 
VA(PAIR)=VA(PAIR)+VADD 
iA(PAIR)=WA(PAih)+DX*(YWOLD-VYCHl2-(Y(K-1)+Y (K))/2.) 
~-VADD 

ADDING=J 
GOTO 3 

130 CONTINUE 
c Wedge terminates, void not adding. 

DIW=DX* (YWOLD-Y (K-1)) /(Y (K) -Y (K-1) +DYCRIT) 
WL(PAIB)=WL(PAI~)+DX• 

WA(PAih)=WA(PAIR)+O.S*DXW*(YWOLD-Y(K-1)) 
ADDING=O 
GOTO 3 

140 CONTINUE 
c Wedge terminates, but void starts adding soon enough. 

FRCB~L=(HPOLY-Y(K))/(Y(K-1)-Y(K)) 
VADD=O.S*(PllCBEL*DX)*(HPOLY-Y(K)) 
VA(PAIR)=YA(PAIR)+VADD 
VSUBTrt=O.S*(HPOLY-YWEDGE)**2/TANANG 
WA(PAIR)=WA(PAIR)+DX*(Y~OLD-DYCHI2-(Y(K-l)+Y(K))/2.) 

$-(VADD-VSUBTR) 
DXW=(YWOLD-HPOLY)/TANAMG 
WL(PAIR)=WL(PAIH)+DXW 
ADD1NG=2 
GOTO 3 

150 CONTINUE 
C The vedge termi~ates, but the void aay or may not 
C com&unicdte. 
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DXw=DX* (YWULD-Y (K-1)) /(Y (K) -Y (K-1) +DYCliI'I) 
DXV=DX•(Y(K-1)-HPOLY)/(Y(K-1)-Y(K)) 
WA(PAIR)=WA(PAlh)+0.5•(YWOLD-Y(K-1))*DXW 
IF(DXW.GT.DXV)GOTO 155 

C No comaunicdtiou, Just add end ot wedge (already done) 
C and quit. 

WL(PAIR)=iL(PAIR)+DXW 
ADDING=O 
GOTO :":> 

155 CONTINUE 
C Ah, we have comaunication by a ±inite border! 

DXWV=(YwOLD-HPOLY)/TANANG 
WL(PAlh)=WL(PAlh)+DXWV 
VSOBTR=0.5•(DXWV-DXV)*((DXW-DXWV)*TANANG) 
WA(PAIR)=WA(PAill)-VSUBTB 
VA(PAIR)=VA(PAlh)+0.5*(DX-DXV)*(HPOLY-Y(K)) 
ADDUHi=2 
GOTO 3 

200 CONTl.NUJ:. 
C The void only is adding. 

IF (Y (K) .LT .!:!POLY) GOTO 210 
IF (Y (K) .GE .HPOLY) GO'l'O 220 

c *** If the progra2 get•s here, a branching error occurred. 
GOTO 99U 

210 CONTINU!. 
C No proble•, voiu continues. 

VA (PAIR) =VA (PAIR) +DX* (HPOLY.-(Y (K) +Y (K-1)) /2.) 
GOTO 3 

220 COl!ITINOE 
C The void terminntes. We'll add it in ana then quit. 

DXV=DX* (HPOLY-! (K-1)) /(Y (K) -Y (K-1)) 
VA(PAIR)=VA(PAih)+O.~*(HPOLY-Y(K-l))*DXV 
ADDING=O 
GOTO 3 

300 CONTINUB 
c foid and wedge are both adding. 

IF(H~OLY.GT.Y(K) .AND.YWEDGE.GT.HPOLY)GOTO 310 
IF(HPOLY.GT.Y(K) .AND.YWEDGE.LE.HPOLY)GOTO 320 
IF(liPOLl.LE.Y(K) .AhD.YWEDGE.GT.J(K))GOTO 330 
IF(Y(K) .GE.HPOLY.At.D.Y(K) .GE.YWEDGE)GOTO 340 

C ••• If the prog1as yet•s here, a branching er~or occurred. 
GOTO 99b 

310 CONTINUE 
C Wedge and void continue ddding nicely. 

WL(PAI~)=WL(PAlU)+DX 

WA(FAlh)=WA(PAih)+DX*(YWOLD-DYCRI2-HPOLY) 
VA(PAIR)=VA(PAlh)+DX*(H~OLI-(Y(K-l)+Y(K))/2.) 
GOTO 3 

320 CONTINUE 



c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

330 

340 

34~ 
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•edge terminates. voia continues ddding. 
DXW=(lWOLD-HPOLY)/TANANG 
WL(PAl~)=WL(PAIR)+DXW 

WA(PAIR)=WA(PAifi)+O.S•DXW*(Y-OLD-HPOLY) 
VA(PAIR)=VA(PAlil)+DX*(HPOLY-(l(K-l)+Y(K))/2.) 
AD DIN G=2 
GOTO 3 
CO!iTlNUE. 
The wedge continues but the void stops 
(at least for now) • 

WL(PAIR)=WL(PAIR)+DX 
D:XV=DX* (HPOLY-Y (K-1)) /(Y (K) -Y (K-1)) 
VlDD=0.5•DXV*(HPOLY-Y(K-1)) 
VA(PAlR)=VA(PAlli)+YADD 
WA(PA1R)=WA(PAIR)+DX*(YWOLD-DYCRI2-(Y(K)+Y(K-1))/2.) 

$-VADD 
AD!>liiG= 1 
GOTO 3 
C08'.UNUE 
Both the void and the wedge terainate here. but how? 
DXV=DX* (HPOLY-Y (K-1)) /(Y (K) -Y (K-1)) 
VAOD=O.S•DXV*(HPOLY-Y (K-1)) 
YA(~Aili)=VA(PAlR)+VADu 

DXW=DX* (YWOLD-X (K-1)) /(Y (K) -Y (K-1) +DYCRIT) 
IF(DXW.LT.DlV)GOTO 3~5 
Wedge terminates with. or after void. 
WA(fAIR)=WA(PAih)+O.S•DXW•(Y~OLD-Y(K-1))-VADD 
WL(PAIR)=WL(PAin)+DlW 
ADlJING=O 
GOTO 3 
CON'l'IHUE 
The vedqe terminates before the void does. 
DXWNEW=(YWOLD-HPOLY)/TANANG 
WA(PAIR)=WA(PAltt)+O.S•DXWNEW*(YWOLD-HPOLY) 
WL(PA1R)=WL(PAIR)+DXWNEW 
ADDING=O 
GO'l'O 3 

3 CONTINUE 
c 
c 233 

4 

c 
c 

WhITE(TERHIB.23J)K.PAIR,WA(PAIR) .wL(PAlR) .VA(PAlR) 
PORMAT(IJ.2X,Il.3(21.F10.5)) 
CONTINUE 
PAlf\S=-PAIR 
IF(PAlhS.EQ.O)RETU6N 
Let's nov determine tht integral capacities 
of each pair. 
DO 5 PAIR=1.PAIRS 
ClP=VA(PAlh)/WA(PAlfi) 
ICAP(I•AIR) =CAP+1 

~ CONTINUE 
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f<E'.l'UlHI 
99& WfilTE(TB~alh,10UO) 

1000 FORlU'l' (/, ••••••• A.n error has occurred in branching'• 
l,/, 1causin~ the program to terminate. *******') 

STOP 
999 WRITE (TERIHN, 1010) 

1010 YO«MAT('*********** The number of pairs exceeded 200, 1 

$,/, 1cdusing the program to terainate within •, 
$•subroutine WEAhL ****') 

STOP 
END 
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A MODEL FOR ABRASIVE POL.:n1ER WEAR 

by 

John Henry Herold II 

(ABSTRACT) 

The abrasive mechanism of polymer wear is dominant in the 

startup, or "breakin", stage of polymer/steel sliding systems. This 

mechanism controls the polymer wear rate until the voids in the hard 

metal surface are filled, much like the filling observed with a file 

when used on soft metals. This regime of polymer wear is modeled on an 

event-by-event basis. The model utilizes a digitized profile of the 

metal surface, bulk polymer properties such as flow pressure and elon-

gation at break, and a few system parameters such as load and slider 

geometry. The predictions of the model are compared with experimental 

data. The predicted wear rates are within a factor of 3 of the measured 

wear rates for polymers with glass transition temperatures, T , above 
g 

the interfacial temperature (rigid PVC and PCTFE). The validity of 

the model is shown to be related to the ductile or brittle behavior 

of the sliding polymer. 
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